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It has been brought to My attention in the proposed draft Bass Coast Planning Scheme Amendment C152 basc
It is possible l believe that Regency Drive maybe rezoned from LDRZ to GRZ, We Strongly Object to any
proposal to change the rezoning of the land each side of Regency Drive.
Before this could ever happen  a meeting should be convened of all land holders together of Regency Drive
before any change to be made.
If rezoned Government departments to pay not Land Holders (they already pay HIGH RATES) for all
Infrastructure Upgrades ie; Roadway, Drainage, Kerb & Channel, town sewage system and footpaths, street
lighting etc.
Yours Sincerely Ross Wise 
                            Tom Robinson 

>
>
> Alex Rhodes,
> While l did not put in a submission last year l do have some road and traffic concerns.
> It seams that Wentworth Road is going to be possibly a main thoroughfare to a number of estates, My concern
is that Wentworth road from White Rd travelling north is narrow vehicles parking on both sides of the roadway
then becomes a single lane road (not ideal). I spoke with the BCSC Mayor re my concerns at that time and he
was Not interested about the issue. Going further north past Regency Drive the roadway appears to be getting
narrower, an opportunity has been lost through poor planning to make the roadway wider to cope with the
heavy traffic flow in the future.
> It is my understanding that the developers pay for a good percentage of infrastructure alterations a little more
thought in that area may have been an advantage. This may have been already addressed as l have not looked at
any planning as of late.
> Looking forward to the outcome.
> Cheers Ross Wise
> 07/12/2021




